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At AGlance
Mall postponed
Walnut Mall construction
has been postponed until Nov. 9
- 12. There will be no bridge
available for students to cross
over. The path along the back of
the Japanese Gardens will be
open to students.

P~ysics

lecture

Andrew Piacsek, of Central's
physics department, will speak
today at 5 p.m. in Lind Hall 215.
Piacsek will present the lecture
"Listening for Nuclear Explosions: Monitoring the Earth in
the Age of the Comprehensive
Test Ban." Refreshments will
be provided.

Anthro. seminar
"Human Paleoecology in the
Pacific Northwest: Models of
Resource Periodicity and Subsistence" will be presented tomorrow
by
Steven
Hackenberger, chair of .the anthropology department. The
seminar will be held in Dean
Hall I02 from 4 to 5 p. m. Refreshments will be served at
3:50 p.m.

First place dining
Central's dining services was
awarded first place and a prize .
of $1,000 in the National Nutrition Month Contest. Dining service officials haven't yet decided what the a~ard money
will be used for, but they are
committed to continue. helping
the campus community learn
about healthy lifestyle choices.

srr

Do the Yak
Dance! See
Scene Pg. 10

~·

Domestic violence
At 7 p.m. on. Nov. 13, the
Brooklane Village University
Preschool/Daycare will host the
Community Domestic Violence
Presentation. Domestic violence professionals will discuss
both the service and criminal
justice aspects:

we~

it.

Budget could crunch athletics
by Jeff Foster
and William Baldyga
Staff reporters

national championship, several league. and
district basketIn the near future, the upper ech- ball championelon of Central Washington faces a ships, and muldecision about the future of athletic tiple successes
programs at this university.
in several other
A year ago, the university decided sports. All this
it would attempt to make the jump has been acfrom NAIA, the lowest level of com- co mp l is he d ,
petition for four-year institutions. all . with over 370
the way to NCAA Division II, the s~c athletes comond highest level. The question now peting in 15
seems to be: In the attempt to move to sports with a
the upper divisions of college sports, budget under
will CWU have to sacrifice the qual- $700,000.
ity of its programs because of lack of Coaches admit
funds?
this budget
Photo illustration by David DiCk
"To compete on a really competi- makes attract- Central' s jump from NAIA to NCAA may leave the athletic depaJ1ment
tive level, we will have to increase ing top athletes under budgeted and make it tough to recruit athletes without scholarships.
what we are doing for athletics," virtually
CWU Atbletic Director Gary impossible.The money currently is $387,575, and another $20,000 the amount future teams will need to
Frederick said.
available to the athletic department comes from "other" sources. How- compete at a higher level.
As a schnol, Central is rich in ath- comes from a variety of sources: stu- ever, several coaches said they think
letic tradition, including a football dent fees are $280,000, stat_e funding this money will not even be close to See FUNDING/page 14

AFROTC to hold Veterans Day vigil
by Jeremiah Donier ·
Staff reporter
For the past seven years, Air Force
ROTC (AFROTC) cadets have
·camped out on the south side of Barge
Hall on Veterans Day. Th,eir mission
is to hold a vigil to honor veterans,
prisoners of war (POW s) and soldiers
missing in action (MIAs). This Vet-

erans Day, four AFROTC cadets will
· continue the tradition.
Cadets James Beaty, Dan Bishop,
Rico Santigo and Mark Sauley will
remain awake for a full 24 hours beginning Monday at 9 a.m.
During their observance the cadets
will remind everyone of the purpose
of Veterans Day. From their temporary lodging, a tent provided by Tentn-Tube, the cadets will pass out infor-

mat ion on veterans' programs and
material on POWs and MIAs.
"Veterans Day is a time to reflect
on what our fellow Americans have
sacrificed for our country," Sauley
said.
Other than the AFROTC vigil,
there will only be one other event to
commemorate veterans and their service. The Army ROTC's Lieutenant
Colonel Lawrence Brown is sched-

uled to give a speech at Ellensburg
High School Nov. 13. I
"There are no events planned for
Veterans Day, it has been difficult to
motivate interest in events foryeterans on campus," Gloria Spatafore,·
adviser for Veterans Affairs, said.
"To a lot of people Veterans Day is
just another holiday, but the name
'veteran' helps them rem~mber what
the day stands for."

Soiled soil
discovered

Tank
construction
A 1 million gallon water storage tank will begin construction
spring quarter in the physical
plant yard west of "D" Street
and north of 11th Avenue. The
tank will be 62 feet tall and 63
feet in diameter. The tank is
designed to boost Central' s air
conditioning capability, while
saving energy and lowering fuel
costs. The tank is estimated to
cost $1. 5 mill ion and will be .
completed spring 1998.

fftoadag i6
akaliday.
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More contaminated soil was discovered by contractors last Thursday
near the corner of 10th and D streets.
Samples were taken from the soil on
Friday and sent to a testing company
to determine the levels of contaminants.
· "If the level is low, there will be no
need to remove the soil," Dick Brown,
science project manager, said, "However, if the level is high, the soil
be removed and stored with the other
contaminated soil that was found last
summer. It will then be hauled away
to a recycling firm to be treated."
~ The soil storage sight is currently
near Brooklane Village.
The cause of the contamination is
unknown, but the results of the tests
will be back later this week.
"It's too early to tell," Brown said,
"but the area is so small that it was
probably a home heating oil tank that
ruptured." ·

will

Photo Illustration by Mark Hegberg and Garrett Grobler/Observer

The joy and pain of election night
College Democrats celebrate President Clinton and Governor Locke's win in the
SUB PIT (right), while Republicans show a more somber mood after election results are announced (left). Bill Clinton was elected to another four year term after
defeating Dole by 7 percent. Gary Locke is the first Chinese-American to be elected
to·govenor in the 48 contiguous states.
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Man pees, uprooted trees, stolen CDs
.,~

- Wednesday, Oct. 30, 10:15 a.m.
The athletic department reported a
$600 VCR missing. Police are investigating.
Thursday, Oct. 31, 12:21 a.m.
Officers patrolling the service
driveway behind Quigley Hall found
a 19-year-oJd man urinating on a wall.
He was cited for disorderly conduct
and urinating in public.
Thursday, Oct. 31, 1:44 p.m.
Police contacted two 19-year-old
men who were skateboarding in the
Barge Hall courtyard in violation of
university policy. The officers impounded the skateboards, and the matter was referred to student affairs for
possible disciplinary action.
Thursday, Oct. 31, 5:15 p.m.
Officers responded to a possible
inci_dent of domestic violence at
Brooklane Village. They contacted a
20-year-old man and a 19-year-old
woman, and determined that there was
only a verbal disagreement. Officers
made sure the situation calmed down,
and there were no arrests.
Thursday, Oct. 31, 8:30 p.m.
A 1973 Chevrolet driven by a 21year-old man struck a legally parked
1980 Honda Accord as the Chevrolet
pulled out of an adjacent parking stall
in the N-19 lot. The Honda sustained
$500 in damage.
Thursday, Oct. 31, 10:30 p.m.
An officer investigating the above
accident observed an 18-year-old man
driving his vehicle erratically. He entered the N-19 lot at a high rate of
speed, failing to stop at a stop sign.
After the suspect stalled his engine and
his vehicle began lunging around
while he tried to restart it, the officer
contacted him and determined he was

us

by Brien Bartels

under the influence. He was arrested,
given a breathalyzer, and booked into
the Kittitas County jail for driving
under the influence, failure to stop,
and operating a ve~icle with no valid
license.
Thursday, Oct. 31, 10:30 p.m.
Officers responded to a fight between three female combatants at the
B section of Alford-Montgomery.
When officers arrived, they found the
suspects had left the area, but they
were able to identify them after talking with witnesses. The police collected varying stories of what had happened~ Since no participant was interested in pressing criminal charges the
matter was referred to student affairs
for disciplinary action.
Friday, .Nov.1, 1:45 a.ni.
Police received a report of a man
ripping license plates off cars in the X22 parking lot. The perpetrator was

described as wearing "Cat in the Hat"
style head gear and otherwise resembling a Dr. Seuss character. Officers
contacted a 22-year-old man matching
that description and cited him for malicious mischief.
Friday, Nov. I, 10:05 a.m.
A 49-year-old man giving a presentation in the Courson Conference Center reported feeling faint and unable to
stand. Police and paramedics responded, and the man was transported
to Kittitas Valley Community Hospital for observation . .
Saturday, Nov. 2, 1:15 a.m.
Officers responding to a noise
complaint in the E section of Student
Village recognized the subject, a 28year-old man, from a previous contact
in September. He was cited for a violation of the city's noise ordinance.
Saturday, Nov. 2, 1:54 a.m.
Officers responding to a call for

South East from

Lind Hall

medical assistance found a 19-yearold woman passed out in a stairwell of
Moore Hall. The victim, a visitor to
campus, smelled of intoxicants and
vomited during the contact. She was
cited for possession via consumption
and left with sober friends.
Saturday, Nov. 2, 11 a.m.
Custodial services reported a sixfoot sapling was uprooted from its bed
in the Barge Hall courtyard. The tree,
worth $100, was a total loss.
Saturday, Nov. 2, 11:36 a.m.
A 23-year-old man reported his car
was broken into the previous evening,
and a backpack stolen. It appeared that
the prowlers entered the vehicle by
breaking the driver's side door handle.
But at some point they realized the
passenger side door' was unlocked.
Losses and damage were estimated at
about $240.
Sunday, Nov. 3, 12:20 p.m.
A 19-year-old man reported his
room was burglarized, resulting in the
loss of some compact discs and damage to several posters on his wall. Police are investigating.
Sunday, Nov. 3, 11 p.m.
Officers patrolling near Student
Village saw a vehicle without headlights crossing double yellow lines.
They contacted the driver, an 18-yearold man, and determined he was intoxicated and underage. He was arrested, taken to the Kittitas County
jail, and cited with an MIP and for
operating a vehicle while intoxicated.
Monday, Nov. 4, 2:50 a.m.
Officers were called to assist a 19year-old woman complaining of nausea and stomach pain in a Beck Hall
bathroom. Paramedics transported her
to the hospital.

Graduate studies
program hopes
to improve .service
graduates need and want, and I would
suggest we could find ways of making
Staff reporter
graduate studies a better experience,'·
Perry said.
Central's graduate studies program
He is open to any suggestions from
is gearing up for a positive change.
students regarding the improvement of
First-year dean Duncan Perry · graduate studies here at Central, and
wants to improve the social and aca- wants to make sure their needs are
demic careers of Central' s graduate being met.
students.
"Personally, I. think we could use
"In the past, there has been very some more academic programs that
little service provided for students are planned with and around the instioutside of the academic curriculum," tution, as well as more social proPerry said. "We want to increase en- grams," Perry said.
rollment, and increase social and intelSarah Shumate, vice president for
lectual needs."
student affairs, is also open to whatThere are roughly 600 active ever suggestions graduate students
graduate students at Central, with may have to improve their experience
about 300 currently enrolled. With here at Central.
such a small number of graduate stu- - "Part of what I'd like ·to see is more
dents, they are somewhat forgotten input from the graduate stud~nts,"
when it comes to student ·activities.
Shum.ate said. "They are more than
Perry said he feels that providing welcome to tell us what they want, and
graduate students with appropriate ser- we will be more than willing to try and
vices is a must.
accommodate them."
"We are trying to create lots of soGraduate students are an important
cial activities," he said. "We want to part of Central' s academic program,
discover what needs they have, and try and Shumate said they are entitled to
to fulfill them."
the same services as undergraduate
Many graduate students are trying students.
to balance academics with trying to
"Graduates pay the mandatory
raise families.
health fee, so they are entitled to the
Perry is concerned with maintain- . services provided by the health center,
ing a positive balance between aca- and they are allowed the same discounts as undergraduates at all athletic
events," Shu,mate said.

by Phil Deutsch

The William ·O. Douglas.Honors College
and Central Washington University present
Tibetan Monks from
the Drepung Losellng Monastery
TUESDAY • NOVEMBER 12, 1996
7:30 P.M. HERTZ RECITAL HALL
With support from: Associated Students of CWU,
International Studies and Programs, Student Affairs Diversity, University Store
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC • NO. QIARGE.FORADMISSION
Persons of disability may make arrangements for reasonable actofmn9(1attons and pnnted material In an aJ'ternattve format by
callmg 5()9.963-1858 or TDD 5@.963-3323. Central Washington University is an AA/EEO(ritle IX lnsllt~llon.• • •
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.Haskett olltlines steps to computer literacy
ate enough to teach the
students?

by Tim Yeadon
Staff reporter
J~m Haskett is the director of Computing and Telecommunication Services and controls Central's 20 campus computer labs.

Q-Can the average person at
Central run a computer?

A- Institution wide, students. faculty and staff our computer proficiency literacy is not up to snuff. It's
not high enough for people to operate
in the world that we live in, and the
world that we will live in tomorrow.
We need people to learn how to drive
a computer and we're not there.
Q-What is your definition of
computer-literate?

A- You should be able to use email. You should be able to use a network. You should be able to use computing in your discipline. You should
be able to recover from unexpected
events. You should be able to do
something on a computer without
someone giving you a detailed recipe.
Q-Is the faculty computer liter-

A-The computer literacy of the faculty varies
a lot. Some are extremely
knowledgeable. The faculty members that we are
hiring now tend to be
pretty sophisticated. Other
faculty still have no interest in it. It' s a personal
mission of mine to help
people understand the role
of technology in student
centered learning. There is
a lot of learning oriented
styles that technology can
do. It's important to get
people involved in deciding how it might work in
their courses.

fore we solved the offcampus problems. A Jot
of our students are upset
about that decision.
There are a huge number
of schools across the
country that are doing
the same thing. We can't
solve that problem for
$19.95 a month.

students want to get in the labs to do
their homework, get to the library
online card catalogue or the Internet.
Students would like to have a 24 hour
computer lab that they control and that
faculty can not schedule classes in.

Q-Do you see a con-

Q-But in reality, many people
can't run a computer.

flict between faculty
and student computing
needs?

A- Last spring, the
students told me that
their top three concerns
were e-mail, Internet access and 24 hour labs.
The students are telling
Tim Yeadon/ Observer me that their vision of
Jim Haskett manages Central's 20 computer labs. where computing for
Q-If you pay the tech
students should go is diffee what services do you get?
A-You get access to the computer spent in ways that wi11 have an imme- ferent from where the faculty is taking it. And I'm not quite sure what that
labs, an e-mail account, free Internet, diate impact on you.
Q-Why doesn't Central offer means. They give an example- faculty
get use of software that is on the
members use the labs every Monday,
VAXs. The tech fee is extremely im- off-campus Internet access?
A-We thought it was a better solu- Wednesday and Friday from 9 until I 0
portant to the university and its students. Its far more complex than mos.t - tion to put the money and the people am throughout the quarter. Sometimes
people realize. You want your money towards the on-campus problems be- the faculty is using the computers and

Q- Should every freshman be required to take Mac/PC course?

A-I think students should show up
knowing how to use a word processor.

A-Some people believe if you are
going to learn how to use WordPerfect
you need to go through it in the same
way that you go through an academic
course. There is a syllabus, you -learn
to do this, then you learn to do that,
then you learn to do something harder.
And that's not it. What you need to
know is, can you write a letter on a
word processor? If you can do that,
then eventually, you'U want to put
something in bold, then you'll learn
how to do that. It's incremental
growth. And trying to learn
WordPerfect or Excel or Netscape in
the same way you learn differential
equations or philosophy is not the
right way to go about it.

TECH: Students can travel _to Seattle
FromPage2

1HE Bl&
---GAME_
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We provide the most dynamic presentation that you will ever see,"
Brian Jeide, seminar coordinator said:
"It is not a boring technical lecture,
but an actual production with information you will not find anywhere else."

Some major corporations attending the conference include top MIS
and support people from Boeing,
Anderson Consulting, GTE Northwest, Intel Motorola, AT&T and
Hewlett Packard.
Mastering Computers has extended CWU staff and students a
group "rate of $199' while their usual

price is $249. Seats are reserved on a
first come, first serve basis. ·For more
information on the conference and
reservations Brian Jeide can be contacted by email at bjw@primenet.com
or by phone at (602) 922-7549. For
more information about Mastering
Computers, visit their website at http:/
/www .masteringco.mputers.com.
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Immunizations at Reduced Cost!
•
•
•
•

r~-~----~------------~

: Copper
~Vettle

\_I~

Restaurant
Just West of 8th & Main
925-5644

Join us for B_reakfast,
Lunch, or Dinner!
Please use our coupons
when you visit us.
Open 6am - lOpm

Enjoy a delicious

Flu Shots
Measles, Mumps, & Rubella
Diptheria Tetanus
Hepatitis B Va~cine

Call 963-1881 To Make Your
Appointment Today!

CHEESE OMELETTE

./

for only $3 .99 !

After Hours Call
Consulting Nurse Hotline:
1-800-607-5501

Great for Breakfast, Lunch, or Dinner
Please Present when ordering •Not valid with any other offer

Support
Groups:

~--------------------~

AIR VAPOR TRAINER MID

JUST DO I T •

Mundy's. Your NIKE Store.

Mundy's

•
Family Shoes
Fitting Feet Since 1938

Where the 13th Pair is FREE

Eating Disorders ·
• Test An~iety Reduction
Non-Traditional Students
• Developing Positive Self-Esteem
Tai Chi/ Stress Difft!-sion & Relaxation

..
'

Call 963-1391 to Register for the Groups
For Counseling Emergencies After Hours Call Crisis Line: 925-4168
CWU Student Health & Counseling Center
Visit our Web Page at http://hydra.cwu.edu/"'shcc/

\
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Athletics hurting in budget pinch

I
I
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The Observer is a laboratory newspaper produced by students in conjunction

the school's communication department. The opinions here do not necesIwith
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THE MANY MOODS OF BOB t>c»LE ,

What's the one thing Central needs that will attract an
All-state running back from Tacoma or a 6' 10" center with
a dominating post game from Seattle?_
Money.
Money in the form of scholarships·is what attracts
athletes to this campus. Athletes are attracted to the chance_
to play sports, and they stay to get an education.
The Central athletic program, however, isn't offering
any scholarships. Why? The fact is it just doesn't have the
budget to support a recruiting program that will be able to
attract top-notch players who will form the backbone of
championship teams. As a result, both the quantity and
quality of the new recruits donning Wildcat jerseys will
dwindle in future seasons if no money is·found.
Furthermore, this budget crunch is squeezing the program at the most inopportune time as the university is in
the midst of moving across the threshhold from its current
. standing in the NAIA to NCAA Division II.
What this university has to find is the winning combination to make the program both attractive to the athletes and
viable in NCAA competition. A competitive program
would mean increased financing, but it may also mean
trimming back ·on the number of teams it will be fielding.
- Maybe the question isn't how to get ~entral athletics up
to NCAA standards ... maybe it's whether or not we even
want an athletic program at all? Current budget funding for
the program would support this concept. Until someone
makes the call to raise the athletic budget and cut a few
teams back, the move to NCAA would seem to be a halfhearted waste of time.
Unless the university takes some drastic measures in
order to continue the winning tradition of Central athletics
in the NCAA arena, we won't have a chance of fielding a
quality athletic program.

Observer
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Alcohol issue not fully explored
In your story "Alcohol: Number
one reason students fail to graduate,"
by Heidi Betts, there is a list of questions at the bottom of the story asking
readers about their drinking decisions.
The short synopsis at the end of the
questions suggests that anyone guilty
of answering "yes" or "sometimes" to
many of these questions implies that
a problem may exist.
However, I see no direct link to
any attribution of those questions (in
the online version, at least). Are these
the opinion of the reporter? The editorial staff? Mark Dettner? I would
never advocate that consuming alcohol on a Costco-sized basis should be
encouraged as a full time activity, and

I am certainly aware of the potential
dangers. Yet I find that I answered
"yes" to many of the questions. Do I
have a problem? No. Hell - I partied hard **occasionally** while I
was at Central. Made many goo<!
memories - forgot even more. But I
was also very active in my department
and did fairly well academically. After graduation I landed a great job with
an excellent career track. Would I do
the same wild parties now? Probably
not.
It's an experience some people
choose to gain while they are still in a
situation where a little exploring can
actually be done before the ."real
world" sneaks up on them and gives

them a big kick in the butt Gust like it
did to me ... ). While I appreciate and
respect the job D.A.P.P.E.R. and others do for students who need the help,
I feel that the tone of the story Betts
wrote was a bit inflated and one-sided
from the experiences I had while at
Central.
By presenting an obviously slanted
set of questions that have no apparent
attribution I believe the Observer, and
Betts, have neglected to look at the
wide picture and report the entire
story. I reque~t clarification on this
issue.
Garrett Wiedmeier
CWU Class of 1996

Bad choice on Shµmate photo Native
To the editor,
I was shocked and dismayed to see
the pictures of Ms. Shumate in the
October 24th Observer. The middle
picture is particularly amazing. The
article was informative, the pictures
were an unfortunate choice.
Perhaps the picture suffered degradation when it was printed for the
newspaper. In any case, I hope care-

ful attention is paid to pictures you are
considering for publication in the future.
On the whole, I consider the Observer to be a valuable source of news
regarding Central. Thanks for afl the
work by your staff.
Jeff Jones
Student

LETTER WRITERS:
All letters must be submitted by 3 p.m. Friday before the week of
publication date. Letters must be typewritten and less than 300 words.
All letters MUST include your name and phone number for verification. Please write to the reader rather than to any specific person.
The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar,
libel and matters of taste.
Send letters to: Observer, Cwu, 'Ellensburg, WA 98926-7435, or
bring tbem!o the.newsroom ill Bouillon 222. You can also FAX t.h em ·
.to 963~ 1027 or .send ihein via e-mail.to.Observer@cwu.edu.

American
view absent
from article
To the editor,
What about equal front page consideration RE: "Tribe claims 9,300year-old skeleton"? This front page
story is totally without merit from the
native point of view!
The Observer has the responsibility to provide accurate info - not
slanted and opinioned as contained in
this article.
See ya later,
D.E. Washines
Student
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On and off campus, University Police are on tl)e jQb
by Officer Eric Hildebrand
University Police
A common question from students
that I have come across is: "Can you
enforce laws off campus?" It's a good
question considering that there are a
total of four law enforcement agencies
in the Ellensburg area.
The answer ·to the question is
"yes." The University Police Department, along with the Ellensburg Police

Department, Kittitas County Sheriffs
Department and the Washington State
Patrol, all fall under what we call a
mutual aid agreement. This means
that all the agencies have the same
police powers in the entire county. In
times of severe crisis the police agencies in Kittitas County work together

to resolve problems no matter where
they occur.
However, this doesn't mean we all
respond to the same calls in that area.
Jurisdiction is based strictly on the
location of an incident. A university
student doesn't fall under our jurisdiction by virtue of being a student. The

location of the event determines which
agency is primarily responsible.
Another common question is: "Can
you keep weapons on campus?"
The answer is "no." All persons
living in University Hous.ing must
keep all firearms stored off campus.
The University Police Department
does offer residents living on campus
an option to store their firearms at our
gun storage room. Our department is
open 24-hours-a-day and the weapons

are available to be stored and picked
up at any time. For questions about
gun storage please call us at 963-2958.

Questions to the University Police
can be addressed to:
Ask The Pol ice
400 East 8th.Ave.
Ellensburg, Wa. 98926-7527

University committees a great way to get involved
Have you walked around campus your own perspective and ideas to on the following committees: Aca- Education Council, and Small Grants. you to get your voice heard, and make
If you' re interested in being on a a difference at Central. It also looks
lately and noticed all of the changes make sure the committee makes "stu- demic Affairs,
happening? Did you ever think that dent centered decisions" . .
Assessment, Election Commission, committee. but don't know which one, good on a resume!
you might have a say in what changes
Thank-you to all of those students Graduate Council, Library Advisory, simply come into the ASCWU Board
Rick Vogler
could be happening at Central? Be- who have already signed up for com- Master Student Planning, Campus of Directors (BOD) office, SUB 116,
ASCWU Executive Vice President
lieve it or not, you can! The Associ- mittees this year! But we still have a Physical Environment, Student Athlet- to get more information or call 963ated Students of Central Washington number of openings for students to fill ics Advisory, University Professional 1693. This is a great opportunity for
University appoint nearly I 00 students
to over 30 different committees each
P R I N C I P C E S of S 0 U N D RE T I R EM EN T I N V ES T I N G
_
Fall. These committees range from Affirmative Action to Athletics to
Board of Academic Appeals to Master Student Planning, etc.
"So, what do these committees
do?" you may ask. Students serving
on these university committees meet
with faculty and administrators, and
help determine policies and programs
about a particular area such ·as general
education requirements or how the
new technology fee will be used to
improve Central or how the Athletic
Department can increase funding for
sports. You play a vital role on these
committees as a student voice with

EXPERIENCE JAPAN
FOR A YEAR!
RECRUITING NOW
FOR THE

~:'

· JAPAN EXCHANGE AND
TEACHING PROGRAM

~

i;:..;;
~

~
~

§
~

~
~

~

1
~

· Coordinator for lntemlltionlll Relations (CIR)
"Quelific:allons: American citian, best suited
for thOl8 undlr 35 years al age (In principle),
......ct a BA/BS degree by 6/30/97.
"Position begins: Late JUiy 1997. One yemcommib1a1L
"Salary/benefits: 3,600,000 yen (approximately),
...... housing uslstance.
*Applk:atlon deedllne: December 5.1996

oday there seems to be an investment expert or
financial advisor almost everywhere you turn. But
T
just how qualified are all these experts?
Peace of mind about your future comes from solid
planning. From investments and services designed and
managed with your needs and retirement security
specifically in mind. The kind of investments and services
TIAA-CREF has been providing for more than 7 5 years.

.~
·'::!

WE'LL HELP YOU BUILD
A REWARD ING RETIREMENT.

~
"@

.~
~

"Poeltlons: Assistant Llnguage Teacher (ALT)

EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU
THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH, BUT WILL
THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON?

~

~

·~

·!ii

~.~
:i
i:::
i:::
~

~

i:::
':I

Our counselors are trained retirement professionals
who have only you and your future in mind. So you're
treated as the unique person you are, with special needs
and concerns about retirement. And that makes for an
understanding, comfortable relationship.
With TIAA-CREF, you have plenty of choice and
flexibility in building your retirement nest-egg - from
TIAA's guaranteed traditional annuity to the investment
opportunities of CREF's seven variable annuity accounts.

And we're nonprofit, so our expense charges are
among the lowest in the insurance and mutual fund
industries. 0 That means more of your money is where it
should be - working for you.
TIAA-CREF is now the largest private pension
system in the world, based on assets under management
- managing more than $150 billion in assets for more
than one and a half million people throughout the nation.

TIAA-CREF:
THE CHOICE THAT MAKES SENSE.
It's tough to wade through all the "advice" to find a
reliable pension plan provider. But as a member of the
education and research community, your best choice is
simple: TIAA-CREF,. Because when it comes to helping
you prepare for retirement, our annuities will add up to
more than spare change.
For more information about how TIAA-CREF can
help you prepare for the future, call our Enrollm~mt
Hotline at I 800 842-2888.

~

FOR APPLICATIONS CALL:
1-800-INFO-JET (463-6538)

~

~

<!

~

~

Consulate-General of Japan
601 Union St.,
Suite 500, Seattle, WA 98101
TEL: (206) 22~~74 ! , .-

Ensuring the future
for th.;>se w~o shape it.
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Charting the course of Central Athletics
ing process, along with the administration, faculty, coaches and athletics.
Based on this premise, we have met
with student Board of Directors to ask
for their input. As result of that meeting, a student committee is being developed to study, evaluate and recommend direction for the athletic program as we move toward the year
2000.
Some of the general questions that
need to be addressed are:
1. Where do you see athletics in the
mission and strategic plan of the university?
2. Is it best for Central to be in the
NCAA, NAIA or both?
3. Is the broad based program the
best for Central or do you see an athletic program on a smaller scale?
4. Do you want a quality athletic
program? If so, what are your suggestions or solutions concerning how it
should be financed?
Addressing these issues will be a
time consuming and complex procedure, as there are no easy answers. But
with help of the students of CWU, we
believe we will become an athletic
program that reflects the tradition as
well as the future of CWU.

by Gary Frederick
Director of Athletics
Thank you for the opportunity to
communicate important issues and
information concerning Central Washington University's Athletic Program
to the students, faculty and community, I know the recent changes have
produced many questions, as well as
a need to decide what changes are
needed to make the athletic program
competetive in the NCAA.
I am sure the foremost question is
why we made the decision to apply to
go to NCAA. During the past year
decisions were made by our traditional
competititors to apply and move towards the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) Division III
membership. This caused a general
disruption of the status quo in the Pacific Northwest Traditionally most of
the small to medium sized institutions
of higher learning in the Northwest
belonged to the National Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA).
The loss of I 0 of these institutions by
their move to the NCAA Division III

(by fall, 1998) has forced institutions championships if we choose to do so.
like Central to re--evaluate their na- Until that time, our avenue for chamtional affiliation and the types of ath- pionship participation is still through
the NAIA.
letic programs
During the 1996they are sup1997
academic year
porting.
The loss of 10 ...
recommendations and
Presently, institutions . . . to
concerning
Central is a dual
NCAA Division III has decisions
the CWU Athletic Promember of both
gram will need to octhe NAIA and forced . . . Central to
cur. There will be
NCAA. · W'e 'are re-evaluate· their
various groups inin the second national affiliation
volved in this process
year of a three and the types of
and one of the most
year provisional
athletic programs
important groups will
membership in
be the students of Centhe NCAA. If they are supporting.
tral Washington Uniwe have met the
versity. Financially, a
NCAA Division - Gary Frederick
large portion of proII compliance require men ts by - - - - - - - - - - - gram operating support comes from the
the end of a three
year period (spring, 1997) Central will students through the Services and Acbe accepted as a full member of tivities Committee, so we in athletics
NCAA. What this means is that we feel it is important that the students
would be able to compete in all NCAA play a major role in the decision mak-

ov~!
I

•WHO we are
•WHAT we do
•HOW it happens
•WHERE we are going
•WHY WE NEED YOU!
Thursday, Nov. 7
3 - 6 pm Bouillon 222
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DR. MYRON LINDIR
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Dining . . ·~
Services
prepares
for X-mas
by Tom Ogg
Director of Dining Services
The holiday season is fast approaching and with it comes visions
and m·emories of favorite family recipes, plates full of holiday treats, and
late nights in the kitchen cooking an
extra batch of carmels. One thing I
certainly remember is never having to
spend a holiday season worrying if
there would be enough food or if our
special dinners would include all the
extra trimmings. I hope most of you
can say the same thing.
The reality of the times is there are
individuals and families who do not
have the finances to provide for their
total food needs. Fortunately there are
programs and people throughout the
country who care enough to help. I
want to share with you one such program here in Ellensburg that helps
over 400 families during the Christmas holiday season each year.
About 10 years ago, Dining Services was approached by a local campus minister about participating in a
national day to wipe out hunger. What
has evolved has been a special program supported annually by students
living in Residence Halls. Students
have volunteered to donate one or
more meals each year, in an effort to
raise money to buy food. During this
time, $9,000 worth of canned soups,
rice, pastas, cereals, and canned fruits
has been purchased and donated for
use in the community's annual Christmas Basket Program.
Once again this great opportunity
has arrived and needs your support.
On Thursday Nov. 21, Dining Services will offer each resident the
chance to donate one or more meals to
help purchase food for the local
Christmas Basket Program. For each
meal donated this year, $2 will be designated to purchase food supplies.
The money that is raised is spent in
local grocery stores to purchase food
products for the Christmas Baskets.
Students who want to participate are
asked to sign up on the designated
forms .which will be in the Dining
Halls beginning on Monday Nov. 13.
Students must indicate their name and
ID number and how many meals they
wish to donate.
Please consider participating and
making this a special year for the
Christmas Basket Program. The goal
for 1996 is to raise $1500. This translates into donations of a minimum of
750 meals. That is approximately one
meal for every three residents on campus. The rest of campus can also participate with a donation from their
debit account or by bringing in canned
food products. Debit account holders
can sign up at one of the retail cash
stations and authorize Dining Services
to deduct a specific amount of money
from their account as a contribution.
Canned food donations will be accepted at designated collection boxes
at Central Cafe. Remember, the overall goal is to help those in need at a
special time of the year. If you have
any questions, please give me a call at
963-1584. Thanks for caring.~ ..

Thursday, November
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David Dick/Photo editor
Artist Glen Bach uses Adobe Photoshop, Fractal Design Painter programs and an ink jet printer to produce .his
artwork.

Artist breaks barrier
by Paul Lohse
Staff reporter
Many people know Glen Bach as
the graphic arts instructor here at Central.
Last Sunday at Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery, students, faculty, and
Ellensburg community members met
Glen Bach the artist at the opening of
.Bach's exhibit, "Breaking the Sound
Barrier."
For Bach, "Breaking the Sound

Barrier" culminated two years of work
Early on, the artist said he focused
on a Macintosh computer. Bach's . on his hearing loss, but he was evenfluid pictures merged the linear, exact tually able to go further with his work.
"After I started the work, I didn't
nature of the computer with the ereative, free qualities of art.
want it to be focused on me person"I like this a lot," art education pro- ally," Bach said.
fessor Michael Emme said. "There are
In many of Bach's digital creations,
a lot of pictures made with computers, the artist used nursery rhymes and
but not what I think is art. I think he myths to focus on personal issues rehas always wanted the fine arts to lated to his hearing loss.
come through."
In "Shell Shock," the dark outline
Bach said the work on display was of a pitchfork and the wooden walls
inspired by his struggle with losing his of what appears to be a barn linger
hearing after graduating from college. above a pumpkin. A woman inside the

pumpkin peers out a window, locked
from the outside, much like in the
nursery rhyme "Peter, Peter, pumpkin
eater."
Bach also incorporated the nursery
rhyme "Humpty Dumpty" into "Shell
Shock."
In the picture, ears sprout out of
a globe resting on a wall. Below, a
book hovers above the ground while
mask looks onward from the background. Random letters and numbers
work their way across the picture.
"Well, I like it," Ellensburg Daily

Record computer graphics designer
Annie Agars said. "I j~st started to
work on computer stuff myself and it
was nice to see someone doing it
right."
In creating his pictures Bach used
Adobe Photoshop and Fractal Design
Painter programs along with an inkjet
printer.
"Breaking the Sound Barrier" will
be on display in the Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery until Nov. 27. Gallery hours
are Monday through Friday, 8 im. to
5 p.m.

Prof's clock chimes
Harris Smith _h as television debut Sunday
Smith's advice to those wishing to
"I had scenes in 'Runaway Train'
and 'Singles,' but both were cut," be in the spotlight is simple: get yourself an agent and watch out for people
Smith said.
The casting director from who try to take advantage of you.
Tick, tock, tick, tock. The clock
''If someone says 'you need to pay
is running down and there's a "Pandora's Clock" originally came to
deadly virus aboard a plane head- Central to see a
me to get you
ing for the United States. What do concert. Acwork,' then a red
cording
to
you do?
flag should go
Harris Smith, an assistant pro- Smith, after she
up," Smith said.
fessor in the theater arts depart- met him, she re"Also, in this busiment, had to ask himself that ques- turned with a
ness; you need to
tion when he played_a CIA agent .video camera
learn how to take
in the TV movie "Pandora's and filmed him
rejection."
during his theClock."
Although
arts
Smith has not yet seen the final ater
Smith has been
cut of the movie which airs this classes.
-Harris Smith acting since he
"She [the
Sunday night on NBC, so he
was 18, he has no
wasn't sure if he actually made the casting director]
plans for superfinal version.
in tum, took the video to the director stardom. He said his family comes
"My students have seen me in of the film," Smith said. "Originally I before everything.
the previews," Smith said. "So I was offered a smaller part."
"I think if you are a Seattle actor,
guess I'm in the movie."
During filming, Smith had a you really aren't going to become faSmith has acted in previous chance to work with Daphne Zu~iga, . moµs," Smith said. "You get to meet
films but usually ended up on the from "Melrose Place." He said ~t\e . :ifit.eresting peoP.le. but it's really just
cutting room floor.
,, ,
was fairly quiet and kept to herself.
for the money."
·

by Mindy Goldfarb
Asst. Scene editor

''

I think if you are
a Seattle actor,
you really aren't
going to become
famous.

Photo courtesy of NBC

"Pandora's Clock" airs this Sunday night on NBC.
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Thursday, November 7

Tent-n-Tube, Ski Swap

Sunday, November 10
5 p.m., Sue Lombard
Dining Hall
"A Madrigal Feaste"
S25 adults; S20 students
group rates available; call
963-1216 for more
information

noon-1 p.m., Sam's Place
(SUB)
Spanish Conversation
Group
4-5 p.m., Michaelson 221

§

Workshop:Job

C.: Interviewing for Educators
Q)

~

~

Presented by: Career
Development Services

Monday, November 11

~

o::i

HOLIDAY:
V6terane Day,

Q)
8 p.m., Chestnut Street
~ Baptist Church
<!...
'5
· Baptist Student Ministry
~ Meeting

no eohool

.0

::s

Y

7 p.m.-midnight, The Mint

~ Sl pounders

~

i?
V'1

·~

Tuesday, November 12
7 :30 p.m., Roswell Cafe
Pool Tournament
$100 in prizes

noon-1 p.m., Sam's Place
(SUB)
Spanish Conversation
Group

0

~
V'1

~
C!j
o::i
Q)

Friday, November 8

6 p.m., SUB 204
Public Relations Student
Society of America meeting
Open to all interested
students.

Tent-n-Tube, Ski Swap

;;:.

;J
~

U

~
...c::

Ali day; at Simon-Fraser
University: Clansmen
Wrestling Invitational

.

6: 15-7:45 p.m.,
Multipurpose room,
Brooklane Village
Non-Traditional Students
Support Group.
Free daycare provided

0

2-3 p.m., Barge 202
V'1
Workshop:K.eysto
-~
.....
Interviewing Success
:~
.....
u
Presented by: Career
< ·DevelopmentServices
i-.
::s

.0
V'1

c

~

.

4-5 p.m., Barge 202

Workshop: Adjusting to
f/l
the World of Work
E
Q)
Presented by: Career
;;:.
ll.l Development Services
~

7 p.m., Nicholson Pavilion .
Volleyball v. Alaska. Anchorage

u

~
~

tl'.l

7 p.m., Sue Lombard
Dining Hall
"A Madrigal Feaste"
$25 adults; $20 students
group ra~es available; call
963-1216 for more
information

~
o::i
Q)

...c::

E--

Saturday, November 9

~ Tent-n-Tube, Ski Swap
::s
~ f:ast day!

~

7 p.m., McConnell
Auditorium ·
Classic Film Series:
"Grand Illusion"
$2.50
7:30 p.m., Hertz Hall
Tibetian Monks "Sacred
Music Sacred Dance for
World Healing"
Sponsored by: Richard
Gere Productions
no charge

. Wednesday, .Novemver 13
10 a.m.-2 p.m., Cesar E.
Chavez Theatre
American Red Cross blood
drive
Sponsored by: Arnold Air
Society

world
know
"which side is
•Westside Connection the best side."
These artists
Bow Down
are all talented
•Reviewer's Verdict:
and could have
~ easily made
~ quality albums
on their own, but
chose to come together on Ice Cube's
Lench Mob Productions and Priority
Records label.
Westside Connection gives each
rapper an equal amount of time on the
microphone. Mack-IO and W.C. both
· give impressive performan-ces on this
album, but Ice Cube seems to be the
"don of the click."
Cube raps with different styles
throughout this album, once again
proving he is versatile and still one of
the best rappers in hip-hop. He proves
going rap feud won't be ending any- he is still the most creative West Coast
time soon, at least according to writer, and further impresses with his
always changing delivery of raps.
Westside Connection.
When three successful artists get
Westside Connection has released
it's first album, Bow Down . The together to do an album, everyone usugroup consists of well-known west ally wonders why. Well, this album
coast rappers Ice Cube, Mack- I 0 and seems to be for the sole purpose of
W.C., who have joined forces to let the letting everyone kno~ the Westside is

CD Review

.

0

~

;J

§

All day; at Simon-Fraser
University: Clansmen
Wrestling Invitational

• 1 p.m., Tomlison Field

0

V'1

ll.)

·;;

.
0

:8
V'1

"O
i:::
C!j

o::i

Football v. Western
Oregon University

1 p.m., Swimming Pool
Swimming v.'Willamette

ll.)

;;:.

;J
~

U
~

6 p.m., Nicholson Pavilion
CWU Women's Basketball
v. CWU Alumni

...c::

0•

.~
·;;

7 p.m., Volleyball @
Simon-Fraser University

u 7 p.m., Sue L~mbard

~[5!

fii' qing Hall
'i \ 1adrigal Feaste"
$25
adults; S20 students
i:::
""Q)
group
rates available; call
Gj
06 '.} ~ 12 J 6 fc·•· more
~

noon, Black 101
Geology Seminar Series:
"Volcanic Eruptions and
Fl uvial Sedimentation"
Presented by: Beth Palmer,
Department of Geology,
University of Idaho
3-4 p.m., Barge 202
Workshop: Finding a Coop Position
Presented by: Career
Development Services

4 p.m., CWU Counseling
Center
Eating Disorder Support
Group
8 p.m., Hertz Recital Hall
CWU Percussion Ensemble ·
no charge

- Phil Corbin

Elephant pie: Dumbo flop
Movie Review

by Mike Blankenship
Staff reporter

father's circus
act. The trunk
his father left
showed
Bill Murray's new effort Larger him
Than Life is as bad as it looks in the many years of
previews. The movie actually makes memories with
Dumbo Drop look de.cent. I went in the elephant, but
just
to the movie wanting to like it, but I Murray
just couldn't. In the movie Murray wanted to sell the animal and pay off
plays a motivational speaker that has his debt to the lawyer.
a cheesy little routine he goes through
He finds a place that will buy the
for businesses and other groups. I . elephant but it is halfway across the
thought this could have made for some country and he has to find his own way
·funny scenarios later on in the movie, of getting it there.
but the idea was abandoned in the
The buyer is going to set the elscript.
.
ephant free in Sri Lanka along with a
He later finds out that his father, number of others. ·
whom he hasn't seen since childhood,
He tries everything to get the anidied and left him everything in his mal to the buyer. He rides it, he tries
will, one large pair of clown shoes, a hauling the elephant and even tries
clown nose and an elephant.
hitchhiking with the elephant all the
When he meets with his father's way to California.
lawyer he finds out that he actually
This is when they run into the only
owes the lawyer $30,000 for property bright spot in the movie. A wacky
damage and upkeep on the elephant he trucker named Tip Tucker played by
inherited.
Matthew McConaughey picks them·
The elephant was part of his up at a truck stop after Murray tricks

• Larger Than Life
• Reviewer's
Verdict: Forget it
him into giving them a ride.
When Tucker finds out he was lied
to, he pursues the two the rest of the
movie. McConaughey supplies the
only laughs in the entire movie and
does a great job and tries to make
'something out of a movie that was
doomed to fail.
This movie was bad, real bad. It
makes you wonder why Bill Murray
would take such a role. The elephant
is probably even wondering why he
took the role. It leaves you thinking
about Murray's glory days in movies
such as Caddyshack and Meatballs. I
can't even recommend the video release for Larger Than Life. It's a
movie that should have never been
made.
.

.

Feast '96

.0

::s

unparalleled. The group also takes a
few verbal punches at Cypress Hill, QTip, and New York rap critics and
maybe the East coast in general.
This album concentrates on the rap
skills of the west side trio. The beats
on most tracks are average, much like
beats used before with the exception
of a few.
Most of the tracks on this CD are
quality songs and deserve listening, if
the listener can block out the over use
of "westside" in almost every song.
However, a few jams seem to stand
out as the cream of the crop.
"Gangstas Make The World Go
Round," a cool, slow, head-nodding .
track and "Westward Ho" steal the
limelight.
For many rap fans, the fact Ice
Cube made a new album gives them
reason to buy it. Once again, this formula works and this CD is a good purchase.

1 SHREDDED BEEF
SUPER SOFT 7'ACO
&
1 LARCE SOFT DRINK

WITH A PURCHASE OF 1 SHREDDED BEEF
SUPER SOFT TACO &1 LARGE SOFT DRINK.

I

Taco Time
724 E 8th
925-4.000

In The,

Plaz..a

If you got a hankedn' for a
good, home cooked meal just like
mom used to make, then this is not
the feast for you.
The Central' s music deprtment
presents its annual, "A Madrigal
Feaste," featuring the CWU
Chamber Choir with conductor,
Duane Kama.
The feaste begins at Sue
Lombard Dining Hall on ?dday,
Nov. 8 at 7 p.rn, with more feasting on Saturday at 7 p.m and Sun~
day at 5 p.m.
Along with the feast, the show
features dancing, juggling and costumes with fun for alL
Tickets for the seven~course
dinner and entertainment are $25
for adults and $20 for students and
are available by calling 963-1616
for reservations. Proceeds for the feast ·.· support
the CWU Music Scholarship Fund.
Seating is limited so make those
reservations today for" A Madrigal
Feas.te.';
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No sleeping in Sleepers
Movie Review

•Sleepers
• Reviewer's
Verdict: Must See

by Lydia West
News editor
Sleepers is a heart-wrenching
drama that chronicles the lives of four
friends from their rough childhood in
the 1960s to their troubled adulthood
in the 1980s.
Raised in the heart of "Hell's·
Kitchen," a crime-ridden New York
community, Shakes, Tommy, John
and Michael mold their neighborhood
into a personal playground. A rooftop
is their hangout. An alley is their stick
ball field. And a hot dog cart, intended
to be the means to a free lunch, is their
ticket to reform school.
After the boys accidentally roll the
cart down a flight of stairs, seriously
injuring a man, they are sentenced to
time at an upstate reformat9ry.
The punishment, though, far outweighs the crime. ·
Most of the guards at the school
delve out regular helpings of verbal,
physical, and sexual abuse to the boys.

Ashamed of the
unthinkable crimes
committed against
them, the boys vow
never to tell anyone
of their treatment.
Years
later,
though, when John
(Ron Eldard) and
Clockwise from left: John (Geoff Wigdor), Shakes (<Joe Perrino), Tommy
Tommy
(Billy
(Johnathan Tucker), and Michael (Brad Renfro).
Crudup) run into
·Sean Nokes (Kevin
Bacon), the ringleader of the reform Renfro and an oscar-worthy depiction suade you to see this film, but the story
school guards, they take their revenge of Father Bobby by Robert DeNiro.
definitely supports the star-studded
and shoot him dead in a restaurant in
-The big names alone might per- cast.
front of several witnesses.
Michael (Brad Pitt) and Shakes (Jason Patric), along with the help of the
"Hell's Kitchen" community, are left
to devise a plan to free their friends
and take revenge on the rest of the reform school guards.
In addition to Bacon, Pitt and
Patric, this star-studded film includes
performances by Dustin Hoffman,
Minnie Driver, Bruno Kirby, Brad

Super Value
Meal:
$2.99

Life on
campus
by Anitra Barlin
Staff reporter
It's late afternoon, the end of a long
day of classes. You flop down on your
bed, hoping to catch an hour of sleep
before ~inner. Suddenly, the melodious screeching of your neighbor's stereo blasting "The Macerena" tears
through your room.
In a daze you stumble next door to
ask them to tum it down, only to find
that your neighbor is not in her room
at all. She's raced off to see if her
friend on the first floor is home and
kindly left you alone with Los Del
Rios.
Welcome to a typical day in a campus residence hall.
Residence halls, or dorms, as they
used to be known, are the standard
housing formats for most colleges in
the United States. Most people
who've attended any sort of higher
schooling have lived in these unique
environments at Ol)e time or another.
And as nearly anyone on campus can
attest, it's definitely an experience in
cooperative existence.
"You don't have to worry about
fitting in," Lori Rasmussen, Hitchcock
Hall resident, said. "Everyone can be
totally open and friendly."
Residence living has long been
known to create friendships between
people who may normally never meet
or talk to one another. A spirit of ca-

See RESIDENCE/page 11

- - - --- -- - - - - -

The
Observer
is looking for staff
for winter term.
Positions include:
Editor in chief
News editor
Sports editor
Scene editor
Online editor
Assistant editors for all sections
will also be hired.
Please submit a cover letter and resume to the
Observer newsroom in BU 222.
(Credits and pay are available for some positions.
Experience required. For more information, call Lois
Breedlove at 963-1046.)

Reporters, writers and photographers are also wanted. Sign up
for Com 468 and join the fun~ ...
t

••

4 Its

It's a super deal on our hamburger Super V:!!ue
Meal!" You get a deluxe hamburger bigger than
Mcnnnaid's® 1 regular burgers, plus hot, crisp fries
and a soft drink. And now for an even better deal.
You wn upgrade to large fries and a large soft
drink for just a little more. Only at participating Dairy Queen(!\> Brazier"" stores.

braziere

\V~ Treat You

o

AM

c;'.a. Coq>.11995

® 1Reg;..T.M. ~- o.a Colp.

Right®

Dairy Queen• stores are proud sponsors of the Children's Miracle
Nelwork, which benefits local hos::iitals /or children.

ilD ~•r.~onald s 1s a reg. lrademarl! ol lhe McDonald's Corpora1ion
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se ing Monastery

Tibetan Buddhist lamas from the Drepung Loseling Monastery will perform on Tuesday,
Nov. 12 at 7:30 p.m. in Hertz Hall.
·

Monks dance for world healing
by Roxanne Murphy
Online editor
Ten Tibetan Buddhist lamas will
perform in Hertz Hall on Tuesday,
Nov. 12 as part of their world tour
called "Sacred Music, Sacred Dance
for World Healing."
The monks are from the Drepung
Loseling monastery which was established near Lhasa, Tibet in 1416. After the Chinese Communist ·invasion
of Tibet in 1959 and forced closure
and destruction of monasteries there,
some 250 Loseling monks managed to
escape and rebuild their institution in
Kamataka State, South India. The
number of monks now in the re-established Drepung Loseling monastery
number more than 2,500.
"[The performance] will be a rare

opportunity to have a living contact Also, the recording of their 1988-89
with this religion.'.' Raeburne tour titled "Tibetan Sacred Temple
Heimbeck, Professor of Philosophy Music" held a top 25 listing on the
and Religious Studies, said.
New Age chart for a full year.
These lamas are renowned for their
The current tour's objectives are to
multiphorric singing where th~y sirnul- make a contribution to world healing
taneousl y inton'e three notes of a and peace, while als<? raising awarechord. The performance will feature ness and support for the endangered
their unique singing talents as well as Tibetan civilization and their refugee
masked dances, such as the Yak Dance population in India.
and the Dance of the Sacred Snow ,
The performance is sponsored by
Lion, each representing a story or les- Douglas Honors College, the office of
son.
international studies and programs,
"[The performance] will give ex- student affairs diversity, the university
posure on several artistic fronts," store and ASCWU. It begins at 7:30
Barry Donahue, Douglas Honors· So- p.m. and will last approxir~ately two
ciety director, said.
hours. Admission is free and the show
The monks have performed with is open to the public.
such popular musicians as Paul Simon,
For more information about the
Edie Brickell, Natalie Merchant and performance call 963-1858.
the Grateful Dead's Mickey Hart.

•· .• · Introductory Offer!
6 Weeks for only
Aerobic Classes

$2 Q•

Weight Training

· :Nordstrom i~vites only a few top- ·
notch fashion merchandising clubs to
attend their monthly corporate meetings. Central's Fashion Merchandising was one of the clubs that received

POSSIBLY PREGNANT?
CALL 925-CARE

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS!
*. ACCURATE INFORMATION ON ALL OPTIONS
*MEDICAL AND COM'(\UNITY REFERRALS
*POST-ABORTION SUP-PORT
*NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
ELLENSBURG PREGNANCY CARE CENTER
409 N. PINE ST.
.
925-2173

Personalized Programs! .

99
7?'

THE GYM
, Time to shape u.p your
body for the holidays!
,

* New Members Only
Offer Expires, 11 /1 5/96

208 w 5th
Ellensburg, WA

9.6.2.~ ,6 200
..
I

.....

..
')

:·······~···························
"Yesterday. Aced that Midterm. :
•
•
:
Today. Got a Massage!"
:

•••
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Ski sites prepa.r e for winter season
but in the
to be wetter
summer hikand slightly
ers can still
warmer than
find wreckLast April skiers and snow board- usual, with
age of the
er,s carved their final turns of the sea- above normal
WorldWarll
son. Then with sadness and anguish snowfall in
plane.
they retired their skis and boards for the mountains
Mission
the summer.
of the Pacific
Ridge has a
Northwest.
~ But even scorching heat waves
base elevaT h i s
couldn't prevent those winter warriors
tion of 4,570
from daydreaming about their favor- means there'll
feet and a
ite high mountain tree runs and the be plenty of
summit
ellovely,
fresh
white, fluffy powder they crave. Imevation of
ages of winter play lands saturated the powder fall6, 770 feet,
minds of skiers and boarders through- _ ing on local
giving it a
out the summer, and they knew mother ski areas.
2,200~foot
Speaking
nature would oblige their desires for
oflocal ski arvertical, with
winter.
over 2,000
On Oct. I 7, Central skiers and eas, Mission
acres of skiboarders had a reason to party - as if Ridge is planable terrain.
they needed one. The first flakes of ning to open
Photo courtesy of The Snoqualmie Pass Homepage
Alpental,
snow fell in Ellensburg, although with full-op- The Farmer's Almanac predicts above normal snowfall in the
Snoqualmie,
briefly and with no accumulation. eration on mountains, which may bring skiers out early.
29,
Ski Acres,
However, it was enough to send hot Nov.
The run is named Bomber Bowl and Hyak ski areas on Snoqualmie
anticipation coursing through the seven days a week, weather permitting
of course. This summer the ski area because in 1944 a B-24 Liberator Pass do not have opening dates as of
veins of Central's fall-line junkies.
Yes, winter is almost here, and it's widened·and lengthened six runs. The Bomber veered off course and crashed yet, but their seasons usually begin in
shaping up to be a snowy one. The biggest improvements are on the fa- on the future slopes of the ski area. late November. "The Pass," with over
Old Farmer's Almanac predicts the mous Bomber Bowl run, making it During the wjnter the crash area is 900 acres of illuminated terrain, has
usually buried under 10 feet of snow, the largest night skiing area in the
period from November through March more accessible and longer.

world, and is the I 4th largest overall
ski area in the US The area's 65 ski
runs offer expert, intermediate and
beginner level terrain on varying snow
conditions.
"The Pass" is hosting a ski-swap at
the Redhook Brewery in Woodinville
on Nov. 16 and 17. This is a great
opportunity for skiers and boarders to
hook up with some inexpensive equipment and some great beer.
Stevens Pass Ski Area will most
likely be opening in late November.
Stevens averages over 415 inches of
snowfall a year covering 1, 125 acres
of skiable terrain, including 36 major
runs and numerous bowls, glades, and
faces.
The base elevation is 4,061 feet, the
top elevation of Cowboy Mountain is
5,845 feet, and the Mill Valley base
elevation is 3,821 feet. The area offers a 1,800-foot vertical drop on three
sides of two different mountains.
This season the area will be opening the Skyline Express, a high-speed
detachable quad, one of the few quads
in the state of Washington.
Now it is only a matter of time before people are shredding the slopes.

RESIDENCE:
Dorm living

Unfortunately, though situations
do arise where no amount of tolerance
can help, which is the reason for Living Group Advisors, or LGAs, in each
hall. The LGAs are there to help resolve conflicts that cannot be settled
through normal means. And, of
course, Housing Services is always
standing by to field complaints and
process transfer requests.
All in all, the key to living in a residence,hall is respect, both for yourself
and others.
·
"Respect everyone else even if they
don't respect you," Schmidt said.

by Josh Cooley
Staff reporter

From page 9
maraderie pervades the halls as many
students experience their first taste of
life without parental control.
"I like it because you don't have to
clean your own bathroom," Susanna
Schmidt, Al-Monty resident, said.
But like everything else, living in

residence halls has its problems. Excessive stereo noise. smoking and alcohol consumption were the big three
problems outlined in the Residence
Hall Guidebook. However, other topics in the book such as exercising selfcontrol, respecting.the rights of those
around you and responsible freedom
painted a picture of a loving community eager to please each of its members.
"What I like the least is the loud
noise ... the loud music," freshman
Erin Swindall said.
For many, living on campus is the

only housing solution available. That
means putting up with excessive noise,
cramped spaces, and hostile roommates.
Things have slowly been improving over the last few years, however,
as people realize college is not high
school transplanted into dorms.
"It's a lot better than last year,"
Dustin Kidd, Kamala resident, said.
"Last year someone took the VCR remote and put it in the microwave.
There hasn't been any really stupid
stuff going on."
So how does one navigate the

threatening shoals of cooperative living? Through tolerance . . While gluing all your neighbor's or roommate's
possessions to the ceiling may be fun
in the short-term, long-term problems
will still remain.
A few polite words are often
enough to coerce a neighbor into lowering the volume of their favorite song
while you study or attempt to sleep.
Earplugs are handy to cut out excess noise, and a dash of manners can
work miracles on that roommate who
keeps trying to use you as a target for
flying objects.

I~troduction

Tele-course

"Hey! Want a lot
of pizza for a little
dough? Come to
my joint, or I'll
deliver to yours!"

CWU is offering its first
tele-course Winter quarter.

+
Class material will be broadcast via
community .tel.evision, students will
attend class one day a week.

+

The course offered is
Introduction to Business • ADMG 201.02

Godfathers\! Pizza.

+
This 3-credit class will meet

Ellensburg
506 S. Main St.
962-1111

Wednesdays, from 6-7 p.m.

+
For more information, contact

'H""e J:Jen~ei'! ~

---------------,---------------Jumbo Pepperoni
2 Large Super
$999 . ·

• Bigger Than 2 Mediums .
• 18 Inches Aaoss
• Over 1 lb. of Cheese

1
I

:

I
I
Please present coupon when ordering. Delivery extra.
~ I
Llmtted delivery times and areas. No substitutions of · GOdfatber's
ingredient!':. Not '-:alid with any other offer or coupqn, \'alid
PViµa. I
at Elen~qurg locat_ion ·only. Sales tax, if applicable, not
included. ExpiresJ.2/1/96.
'
,
'

to Business

Pepperoni Pizzas

s1299

Two Large Pizzas, Loaded with
Pepperoni, At a SUPER Price!
Please pre~ent coupon when ordering. Delivery extra.
....---.....
Llmited delivery times and areas . No substitutions of
~ralb/t5
ingredients. Not .valid with any other offer or coupon. Valid
P"izza
at Elensotirg lqcatior:i· only. Sales tax, if applicable, not
includ~d .' ~pites 1?11196.

V·

Dr. Blaine Wilson
.963-3673

lil"
~

"

.,.

EEO/AA/fllLE IX INSTITUTION
TDD (509)963-3323
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Brought to you by the
Admi11istratfre Mgt. a11d Business Ed. Department
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MEET YOUR ASCWU • BOD
VICE PRES-DENT
oooooooooooooooaaooaaaoa • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Central· CARES
I
Volunteer Program .- 1

I!\

RICK VOGLER

1

i

-i

~

I

"1hank1 1or
fi11in1..

II
I

1

I

Nov 21 -Nov 27

· :

I
:
I
I

::::..:.::::·.:-·:::::-:-./·:-··. :·:..-:•:..:-:-.-:-:::-::-···>·:;..-:-:-... ·::>:·:..-.:-··:.:::.·:.:··:.:
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~i~
.th~ P4!~ng. .

I
I
I

.
Wanted: Individual volunteers,
Rick was born in Phoenix, Arizona, June 2, .197 5 ~ . I:Iis parents are
· ~lubs, r~sident ~alls, etc. i~teres~~
Richard & Debra Vogler, and he has a brother & sister; Enc and ·
I
m creatmg and implem.entmg ~ct1v1tes
Chri t" R" kl"1
·n
Naches
and
attended
Naches
Valley
High
School.
I
that focus on community service
I
S le. . lC . ves 1
.
.
.
I
(food drives, children's toy collections, I
Du~mg high school he was very mvolved with the Natt~nal Honor I
visits .to local n~r~ing ho.mes, etc.)
I Society, Foreign Language Club, school newspaper-Sports Editor: and I
for this Thanksgiving hohday program.
:knowledge Bowl. Accomplishments and awards he received in high
I
I school include ASB Treasurer, Salutatorian, FBLA President, and four- I
. Contac~: Lorinda Ande~son-Ramsdell I year varsity soccer letterman-team captain.
.
-=
sue 116 m Student Services at 963-1680
Rick came to Central and decided to ~ajor in ~eog~aphy with a . I
0 0 0 0
0
0
0 0 0 0 0
a
og
g A Ag
I minor in Aerospace Studies. Rick has been mvolved m Air Force
I
~
. I ROTC, student government, and intramural sports. He has been a part of I
•
United VVay'
I the College Democrats, Arnold Air Society-Community Service, and the
HELPING HANDS
Washington Student Lobby. His coilege accomplishments_ and awards I
I include serving as Air Force ROTC Cadet Commander dunng the
I .
On November 7th at I Spring of 1996; the "Superior Performance" Award at the Air Force
I
3pm there will be a
Field Training, Summer 1995; 1996 Alumni Association Scholarship
:
drawing for our first 1 and the AS300 Military Excellence Award.
.
.
I
prize giveaway.
I
After graduation, Rick wants ~o become an Air Force pilot and the I
TWO PAIRS OF
I President of the United States. His hobbies are sports, ~nd co~ching U-6
UNIVERSITY OF
I Youth Soccer Team. His creative writing has been published m the
I
WASHING TON
Library of Congress through a national competition.
.
I
FOOTBALL FOX
I
Rick's duties as Executive Vice President are monitoring the BOD ·I _
PRESS PASSES FOR I and S&A budgets, getting students to sign up for committees, and being
THE NOVEMBER · the liason between the BOD and programming agency.
I
16TH GAME.
•••••••••••••
•
••••••••••••••••
To enter you must buy.
a paper doll for $1 by
MERICA
November 7th and
RED CROSS
enter the drawing.
BLOOD DRIVE
They are available at
Wednesday & Thursday
the SUB Info Booth.
November 13th & 14th 10-2pm
Sign-up at the Red Cross table in the SUB
between l 1-2pm daily or call 963-1697
YOU, the
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! Rlllllntler. !
*
t ASCWU . !

students and
faculty, are the

. -tr
-tr

-tr
STILL NEEDS
:
: STUDENTS TO BE
il ON COMMITTEES. :
: COMEINTODAY
-tr AND SIGN UP.
:
:
SUB 116

*

*

*

t*************

BOD MEETING
Today at 3pm in SUB Yakama Room

SENATE MEETING
November 12 at 6pm in Ballroom

FUNDS COUNCIL MEETING
November 12 at4:30pm inSUB116

ones who
have been
entertaining us
all these years.
We want to kee
the tradition
alive. If YOU
sing, make music,
dance, perform drama,
read poetry,
do a magic show, anything!.
give Pat Lamphere a call @963-1703
to set up a show.

ASCWU is located in SUB 116.
Office hours are Monday through Friday 8:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
Phone: 963-1693 Fax:,... 963-1695
E-n1ail: ascwu@cwu.edu
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by Lisa Allen and
Dan Hanken
Staff reporters
Central captured their second consecutive victory in a row with an offensive onslaughragainst the Southern
Oregon Raiders, exploding to a 59-34
rout Saturday in Oregon.
The win pushed the Wildcats into
a four way tie for first place in the
Columbia Football Association with a
2-1 conference record, 4-4 overall.
The offense was nearly perfect
with a balanced attack that scored
eight touchdowns and a field goal, had
34 first downs and didn't tum the ball
over once.
"I like having a game when our
quarterback doesn't get sacked, we
have 100-yard rushers and no turnovers." offensfve captain Kyle Parkins
said.
The entire offense was clicking as
Ryan Fournier completed 27 of 42
passes for 373 yards and five touchdowns. Three receivers had 100 yards
or more receiving for the first time in
CWU history and Dan Murphy rushed
for 113 yards. All-American Kenny
Russaw had 18 catches for 113 yards,
Josh Woodard snagged eight catches
for 100 yards and Tony Frank pulled
in four receptions for 100 yards.
"Our offense is getting better and
we're playing real well together,"
head coach Jeff Zenisek said.
Despite the opening drive of the
game in which the Raiders marched 65
yards up the field to score on a 13 yard
pass play, the Wildcat offense scrored
at will putting points on the board on
their first five possessions.
Down 6-0 after the extra point for
the Raiders failed, the Wildcats took
to the air where Fournier came out
gunning. After driving up the field 74
yards, Fournier hit All-American
Russawona27-yardtouchdownstrike
that put the 'Cats on the board. After
a Gregg Stoller extra point the Wildcats took an early 7-6 lead.
Russaw' s touchdown reception
gave him his 12th consecutive game·
with a touchdown catch, two shy of the
NAIA record.
"This was my best game by far," ·
Russaw said. "There were more things

David Dick/Photo editor

Men's football played its last away game. last week. The Wildcats play West~m Oregon on
Saturday.

''

Our offense is getting better

and we're playing real well
together.
-Jeff Zenisek

I could have done, but I owe.thanks to
the offensive line and the defensive
line for them doing their job," he said.
Th~ Raiders then regained the lead
on their second possession with a 2-·
yard touchdown run. Taking chances
early, the Raiders opted for the twopoint conversion to take a 14-7 lead.
The Wildcats countered, however,
scoring 17 unanswered points in the
second quarter.
Fournier hit Todd Murray with a
21-yard pass that put Stoller in field
goal range where he nailed a 32-yarder
to put the Wildcats within four.
Centrals defense came out with
their game faces on and they forced the
Raiders to punt, putting the offensive
unit back on the field.
Eleven plays and 80 yards later the
Wildcats put six more points on the
board when Dan Murphy ran the ball

in from 11 yards out. Stoller hit the
extra point and the Wildcats had took
a 17-14 lead.
The Central defense refused to let
the Raiders score as they again sent
their offense back to the sidelines to
rethink their strategy.
When the Wildcat offense took the
field it wasn't long before Fournier
found Russaw in the endzone for his
second touchdown grab of the day.
Although the Wildcat offense appeared ·unstoppable, they went into
half-time with a '24-14 lead and another half of football to play.
The Wildcats attacked first on a 67yard drive that ended with Fournier
hitting Woodard from seven yards out
for the score. Stoller' s extra point
gave the 'Cats a 31-14 lead.
Looking as if it was "all she wrote''
for the Raiders, three untimely inju-

ries for the Wildcat defense allowed
them a second chance. Chad Rathburn,
cornerback Aaron Maul, and defensive back Craig Bill were forced to
leave the game due to injuries.
The Raiders capitalized and scored
on consecutive touchdowns to narrow
the Wildcat lead to 31-27.
·The 'Cats depth and stamina outshined the Raiders. The 'Cats scored
four more touchdowns in the fourth
quarter to pull away in exciting fashion.
Fournier looked like solid gold as
he drove the team 72 yards on 8 plays
including a nine yard scramble on
third and eight. The touchdown pass
was to none other than Russaw, who
grabbed his third touchdown reception
of the game. Stoller's extra point extended the lead to 38-27.
On the ensuing kick off, defensive

Volleyball suffers fifth
by Darci Grimes
Staff reporter

Central' s varsity volleyball team
struggled against Western Washington
University on Saturday at the
Nicholson Pavilion and lost in four
matches, 15-2, 15-4, 11-15, 15-9.
The Wildcat's conference record
dropped to 3-4, and their regular season record dropped to 16-14 after being upset by the Vikings. It was
Central' s fifth straight loss and the
ninth in the last -IO games
The third and fourth games were
close even though Central was de-

feated.
"We played like we used to play,"
senior Tracy Harmon said.
Western is ranked second in the
Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference and has a 7-1 conference record.
Junior Mary Chi dominated the
match for Central with 17 kills, three
service aces, and four blocks. Freshman Leslie Anderson also had a good
game with a team-high of four blocks.
Junior Sarah Carney added 13 more
kills, but it was not enough to stop the
Vikings from beating Central.
!'We got our confidenc;e b~ck,"
Harmon said.
Although Central lost" ro·Westem;.
the~ did clinch their playo.ff ~~h. ~i.t~ ..

a number three seed when SimonFrasier lost their game last weekend
against Albertson. The Wildcats will
play Nov. 14 in the semi-finals
agaif1st Western in Bellingham.
"They're a beatable team," said
Harmon. "It's fun that we get to play
Western again."
If Central beats Western, their
next match will be the championship
match against first ranked LewisClark State Saturday, Nov. 16 at
Lewiston.
The Wildcats will end their regular season Saturday, Nov, 9, ag£\iost.
Simon Fraser in Bunyaby, ' B.¢.
Simon.F.raser. hM aconference'rocord
of 1-6.

back Michael Jackson recovered a
fumble on Southern Oregon's 29-yard
line.
Central was back in business with
a comfortable lead and the ball in scoring position. Three plays later
Fournier threw his career high fifth
toucfidown to Josh Woodard.
After a 77-yard touchdown pass by
the Raiders, the Wildcats deep bench
pitched in on the next two scores.
Backup running back Julian Hamm
showed his versatility as he threw a 30
yard touchdown pass to Russaw and
scored on a two-yard touchdown run
to end the 'Cats scoring.
"That was a fun play," Hamm said.
"I knew that Kenny would get over
him and make the catch."
The 59 points scored is the most by
the 'Cats this year, proving the offense
has no problems scoring. They have
produced over 40 points three times
this season.
This Saturday the Wildcats return
home to play the Western Oregon
Wolves. The Wolves have a 1-2 conference record and are 2-6 overall.
The game begins at 1 p.m. at
Tomlinson Stadium.

str~ight

loss

· ·•LastLe.ague Game Saturady

at Simon Fraser · ·
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FUNDING: Central is behind ·in money ·game
From page 1

$290,000 in scholarships, grants and
work study programs. CWU had
$111,430 to offer last year, of which
over $80,000 came from the state in
the form of gender equity money for
women's sports.
"They (the best players) are going
. where the money is," women's head
basketball eoach Nancy Katzer said.

"We [CWU] want a Nordstrom
product on a Kmart budget," men's
basketball coach Greg Sparling said.
Central, now in its first year of provisional~ at-Hie NCAA level, has
run into a funding wall compared to
the budgets of its soon-to-be competitors.
In a survey taken for the Pac-West
· Conference (the conference that contains many of Central's future opponents), Central ranks last in spending
for colleges that have a football program.
"Most Division II schools have 35
full scholarships," head football coach
Jeff Zenisek said. "And at Central we
don' t have one."
A full scholarship includes tuition,
fees, books and room and board. Ac- "We've brought in the top kids, but
we are not even in the ballpark when
cording to Frederick, just for the football team to have 30 full scholarships it comes down to what we can offer
the school would have to come up scholarship-wise."
with an additional $200,000.
Central also stacks up poorly
"It is ridiculous, we don't have the against arch-rival Western Washingmoney," Zenisek said. "President ton University as well.
Over $240,000 was spent in 1996
Garrity wanted a strong program, and
he went out and got it. The Jon Kitnas in scholarship allocations at Western,
and E.J. Hendersons came here when while the total athletic budget is $1.1
the football team could offer the ath- million, giving Central's closest comletes scholarships. Now we don't have petitor a $400,000 advantage in athletic spending.
one scholarship available."
For many schools the shift from
Only two other schools in the Pac- .
West study have football programs, NAIA to the NCAA is not one done
including Western New Mexico ii} haste. There are considerations and
which made the leap to Division II just concerns as well as benefits that
this fall. With an enrollment of only schools look at.
1,800, Western New Mexico has eight
A majority of the Pac-West teams
sports·and an athletic budget of$1.1) claim the move has given their promillion. The ..school 9ffers over grams more prestige and revenue-

making possibilities.
Keith Champagne, the student affairs liaison to the athletic department,
said recent budget cuts for the university as well as the athletic department
has left team budgets at a level that is
"unsatisfactory."
"Coaches are doing the best they
can with what they have," Champagne

Number of
Sports

''

4 men's
4 women's

7 men's
8 women's

8 men's
7 women's

We·[CWU] want a

Nordstrom product on a
Kmart budget.
-Greg Sparling
said. "The athletic budget is at best
shoe string."
Coaches and several administrators said they believe a full-time
fundraiser and national sponsorships
will be part of the solution to increased athletic funding.
"A must - when we get the
money - is to have a full-time
f~ndraiser," Champagne said.
Zenisek, Sparling and Katzer all
agree with Champagne that a
fundraiser would help.
The job of the fundraiser would be
to coordinate events to raise funds for
the athletic programs at Central.
Along with a fundraiser, Champagne,
Frederick and BOD President Adam
Eldridge mentioned the possibility
that some sports might be cut or reduced to club status if necessary to

Thursday Pool Tournainents
November 7th
9 Ball
November 14th
8 Ball
November 21st
9 Ball
December 5th . $BIG MONEY 8 BALL$
Call 963-1331 or stop by the Games Room for more info
Sponsored by the SUB Games Room

allow for enough funding for success
at a new level.
"Coaches are investigating what
sports. should be. kept, funded, expanded or contracted," Frederick said.

The univer.sity has until the fall of
1998 ---:- the end of the NCAA provisional period - to devise a feasible
plan that wiH allow Central tobe competitive in Division II.

Winter Pool League
!!!Sign up NOW!!!
***Conting Soon***
Best of Ellensburg Tournament
Invitational 8 & 9 Ball

Tuesday Tournements
***Beginning NoveIDber 12th***
November 12th
November 19th
November 26th
December 3rd
Call 963-3512 or stop
by SUB 111 for more
information
Sponsored by
University Recreation

Ping Pong
Dominos
Air Hockey
Pin Ball

November 12th at 7:30 pm
in the SUB Games R.o om
Cost $2.~0 per player
Divisions .
Singles & Doubles
SINGLE ELIMINATION
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MacPhee .to ·nationals
by Dan Hanken
Staff reporter

Senior Heather MacPhee and the
Central men's cross country team are
traveling to I(enosha, Wis. to compete
in the NAIA national cross country
championships Sat., Nov. 16. ,
Although featuring only one senior
and two juniors, the men's team finished in second place in the PNW AC
Championships Saturday at Lake
Padden in Bellingham behind strong
finishes by sophomore James Day and
senior Donovan Russell, who finished
fourth and sixth place respectively.
Day's 26: 10 and Russell's 26:23 in
the 8k (5 mile) race led the men's team
to its highest finish since 1991 when
they made their last appearance at nationals.
The men's team found out Monday
they were going to nationals when the
NAIA awarded Central t,he seventh of
10 at-large invitations. ·
"The men's team k~ew exactly
what they had to do to make nationals," coach Kevin Adkisson said.
"They needed to finish second to have
a chance at nationals, and had to stay
close to Simon Fraser. The te~m ran
really well the last two miles, they
gave everything they had."
For MacPhee there was no waiting,
she knew she qualified for nationals
after her seventh pla~e finish.
"I was happy and relieved that I
made it," MacPhee said. "I wasn't satisfied with my time and I plan to peak
at nationals."
She led the women's team to a
fourth place finish with a time of 19:47
in the 5k (3 mile) race.
The women's team didn't qualify

for nationals, but some younger runners showed·promise in the meet. Junior Lisa DiThomas finished in 21st
place with a time of 26:46. Freshman ·
Tara Gauthier placed 25th with a
21 :07 and freshman Emily Hildebrand
placed 26th with a 21:15.
"The rest of the girls' team was really nervous, they wanted to warm up
an hour an a half before the meet,"
MacPhee said. -"I had the flu over t~e
weekend, so I was just hoping I could
finish the race. I started the first mile
slower than usual, second mile picked
it up but didn't pass anyone, and finally started passin,g people in the third mile."
Junior transfer student David
Sobolewski took 11th place, 26:46;
sophomore Fred Schmitt, 16th place,
27:01; and sophomore Brad Hawkins,
19th place, 27: 17.
Afte~ the strong second place finish, the menjumped in the polls, and
are currently ranked 18th in the nation.
"The go~I for .the team is to be
ranked 15th or lower in the nation,"
Adkisson said.
Individual standouts for the team
include Day and MacPhee, who have
both finished first for Central in all
seven meets.
"James Day and Heather MacPhee
have a good chance at being AllAmericans," Adkisson said.
Although Central had an excellent
meet, Simon Fraser's men's and
women's teams stole the day, both
teams finishing as PNWAC champions, automatically giving the teams a
berth at nationals.
Simon Fraser's Cari Rampersad
trimmed 47 seconds off her last meet
time and won the women's race with
a time of 17:33.

Co-ed water polo is open to all students. The club meets Tuesday and Thursday
from 5-7p.m. at the pool. If you're interested contact Jason Koch at 925-5880 ,

Women's team ends on a win
The women's soccer team
pounded the field , and Western Oregon, last Saturday in ·a crushing 4-0
victory. The game, the last of the season, leaves the Wildcats with record
of 8-8-1.
Sophomore Jynell King scored the
first and second goals of the game
with assists from sophomore Melissa
Routh and freshman Crissie Gordon.
The third goal came from sophomore Di St..Peter, 6 ! minutes into the
game. The last goal, sealing Western
Oregon's fate, was scored by fresh-

man Jill Peterson off an assist by
sophomore Casey Cunni~gham.
The Wildcats defense had complete domination over the Wolves,
ending the game in a shutout.
"We are all happy to have won the
last couple. of games," sophomore
Melissa Budde said. "Western Oregon
is new to this division, and we gave
them an idea of what to look forward
to next year."
In addition. the Wildcats broke a
school record, with 60 shots in one
game. The previous record wa11 40

~Dateline
l

1\ c'

FREE T~SHIRI
+ $1000
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, sororities & groups. ,Any
campus organization can raise up
to $1000 by earning a whopping
$5.00NISA application.

ALL LIFESTYLES ON ONE SYSTEM
C lJlltll'( t

shots against Linfield in 1994.
All in all, the game was an impressive end to a somewhat disappointing
season.
"We just want to start all over next
year and forget about our losses this
season," Budde said.
The team is beginning to rebuild
over the off season for next year.

( )1ll'-rn1-C )rll' 1

1-900-860-7444 ext 341
---

Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65

Must 8918 or Olcler Touchtone A9e1uired

CAMPUS REPS WANTED·
The nation's leader in college marketing
is seeking an energetic, entrepreneurial
student for the position of campus rep.
No sales involved. Place advertising on
bulletin boards for companies such as
American Express & Microsoft. Great
part-time job earnings Choose your own
hours, 4-8 hours per week required.
Call:
Campus Rep Program
American Passage Medla Corp.
401 2nd Ave. West
Seattle, WA 98119
(800) 487-2434 ext. 4444

EARN CASH·
Stuffing envelopes at home. Send SASE ·
to: PO Box 624, Olathe, KS 66051.
FREE T-SHIRT + $1000
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities & groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to $1000 by
earning a whopping $5.00NISA
application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified callers receive a
FREE T-SHIRT!

GET ON THE FAST TRACK!
Earn your true potential by joining one of
America's fastest growing telecommunications company. Call Rob at 925-4481.
HELP WANTED Occasional house/dog sitter. Mostly
weekends. 925-1874.
WANTED·
Mother/Grandmother or responsible
married couple to provide full-time
childcare for my 9-year-old son while I'm
at work. Apt. provided plus stipend. Must
have own transportation--Located 10
miles out of town. 968-4449 or 968-3220.

SCUBA LESSONS & SUPPLIES· ..
Sign up now. Contact John Moser Jr. at
925-1272.
UNTIMELY PREGNANCY?
Loving couple seeks infant for adoption.
Open relationship is OK. We offer a stable
home, good cooking, & many opportunities! Call Pam at (208) 882-1349.

1

CAR FOR SALE •
1985 4x4 S-1 OBlazer, all electric, AT, AC,
cruise. Good condition. $4,000 or best

offer. Daytime: (509)964-2261. Evenings
and weekends: (509)674-5663
HOUSE FOR SALE Yakima. 4 bedroom 2 bath, large family
and living rooms. Nice neighborhood,
close to school, shopping, bus.
$139,950. (509) 965-8813
TRUCK & CAMPER •
'81 Chev 4x4 w/ older 8' camper. Good
engine & tires, camper has stove &
icebox. $3000 OBO.
Will sell separately.
Call 925-4205 TODAY!

Classified Advertising Form for the CWU Observer

D 101. FOR SALE
0 201. SERVICES

. D 301. FOR RENT

0

401. FOR SALE

D 501. LOST & FOUND

0

601. ROOMMATES

D

0

·

701. PERSONALS
801. GARAGE SALES

1. Insertion-price is $3.5Q for the.first 15 words, plus 20 cents for each additional word, per insertion
2. Payment must be received before ad will be run . .
3. Please send this form with payment to: CWU Observer, Ellensburg, WA. 98926, or bring to Observer Business Office: Boullion Room 227.
· ·
Ads must be submitted by deadline: 3 p.m. Monday prior to public,ation.
·
~
... ~
...

'

N a m e = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - . . , . - Phone:_(_
. _ _ )_ _ _ _ ___..;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State:_ _ _ _ _ Zip:_·_ _ _ _ _ __
Run Dates:~~~~~~~~__;...~~~~~~~~-"-~~~~~~~~~~-'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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SAT.

SA.M11 P.M.

Nov. 9

THE YEAR!
•EXTRA

• $5

10% OFF

OFF BONUS

FOil ~

SELECTED SALE PRICES ••• 8-11

CO~PONS ••• 6-11

p.m.

ONLY

•

a.m.

1 5%

ONLY

OFF CATALOG

FOR MEN

FOR YOUR HOME

JCPenney

5th & Pine
925-3183

COLD Q
FLOORS?

FULL SIZE FUTON

$199.
8WAl/Y811J
299 OR lflEATIR ~
811J FRAMI II FRiii
1

99

Includes
Mattress
and
Frame!

HOURS:

100 N. Main

Mon-Fri. 9am-6pm
Sat. 9am-5pm Sun. llam-Spm

962-4663

